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GETTING	  IT	  RIGHT	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Fact	  checking	  and	  verifica7on	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  of	  nontradi7onal	  sources 
 



Who do you trust? 
Until you’ve verified it: No one. 



Digital verification vs.  
traditional fact checking 

� All verification begins with asking 
questions, no matter what the platform. 
Being a skeptical editor is a plus.  

 
� Always ask:  

How do you know this?  
What is the source of this information? 

   Is it too good to be true? 

 



Fact-checking maxims 

1.  If you read something and a question 
immediately pops into your mind, don’t 
ignore it. 

 



Fact-checking questions 

1.  If you read something and a question 
immediately pops into your mind, run 
with it. Don’t ignore it. 

2.  If it seems too good to be true (or too 
big, etc.), it probably is. Question it. 



Fact-checking questions 

1.  If you read something and a question 
immediately pops into your mind, run 
with it. Don’t ignore it. 

2.  If it seems too good to be true (or too 
big to be true or too unusual to be 
true), it probably is. Question it. 

3.  If something seems like a coincidence, 
check it. 



Is social media different? 

You still need 
to develop 
old school 

human 
resources 

You still need 
to contact 
people and 
question 

them 

You still need 
to be 

skeptical 

You still need 
to consult 
credible 

resources 

… but you need to combine that with use of digital research tools 
 



Would you use this info (or retweet it)? 



Would you use this info  
(or retweet it)? 



The first one is a fake 

Tweet created using Lemmetweetthatforyou.com 

⏏ 



Creating fakes 

� The Wall Machine lets people create fake 
Facebook posts and comments. 

� Lemme Tweet That For You and 
Simulator.com let people create fake 
tweets. 

�  FakePhoneText and IOS7 Text lets people 
create fake images of iPhone 
conversations. 



Using social media   

� Monitor social accounts and use them like 
you would any phoned in news tip. 

 
Ask yourself, how do you decide whether 
to believe a news tip that is called into your 
newsroom? 



When is social media like a photo of a mushroom 
(or a deer or an odd-shaped vegetables)? 



When can you let down your defenses? 

Tweets posted on columbiamissourian.com, left; 
omaha.com, center; and whig.com. 



Don’t ignore normal news processes 
when you see things on social networks 



Check the social media profile 



Check the social media profile 



Verified accounts? 



Check the profile 



Check the profile 



Evaluating the account 
Advice from Craig Silverman of Regret the Error, Poynter: 

� Check when the account was created. (Be 
suspicious of new brands.) 

� Analyze their network: Friends, followers, 
conversations and retweets. 

� Evaluate tweets before and after.  
� Use tools like Klout to check out social 

media use, or geosocialfootprint.com. 



Check the profile 



When in doubt? 
� If it seems legit, but you are not sure 

about the information, be 
transparent.  

   Tell your audience what you don’t 
   know. (And credit the source.) 
 
� If verification fails or seems iffy: Don’t 

use the info; don’t retweet or share. 
 
 



Checking  
user-
generated  
photos and 
video 
P.S.: this photo isn’t real — it 
was Photoshopped. 



Checking  
user-
generated  
photos and 
video 
P.S.: this photo is real — 
but it wasn’t taken  
during Hurricane Sandy 



Photos & video: 5 steps to verification 

� Determine the provenance 
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Photos and video: 5 steps 
� Determine the provenance 
� Verify the source  
� Locate the original photo or video 
� Verify the date 
�  Study it — especially with video, look at it 

and see what it shows 
 

Source: Verification Handbook 



Tips from Mandy Jenkins at Storyful 

� When verifying photos, try to get the 
original copy. 
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Tips from Mandy Jenkins at Storyful 

� When verifying photos, try to get the 
original copy. 

� Ask for other photos or videos the uploader 
has from before and after the image/video in 
question. 

�  Look for street signs, storefronts and 
landmarks. Use Google Streetview or 
Panaramio to find the location.  

� Get to know the source. Look up their 
other social media accounts. Look them up 
in local phone directories, on Spokeo, 
Facebook, Pipl.com or LinkedIn.  



Beware of scrapers 

Scrapers are people who will share photos 
and videos they didn’t take and pass them 
off as their own.  



Beware of scrapers 

Scrapers are people who will share photos 
and videos they didn’t take and pass them 
off as their own.  
From Jenkins: 
“If a social account often shares content from 
many wildly different locations and always 
seems to have something potentially big around 
lots of different stories, they are likely scrapers.” 



Digital tools 

� Tineye.com   
� Google reverse image search 
�  Fotoforensics.com 
� Photoshop 
� Wolfram Alpha 
� Whois.net lookup 
� AnyWho.com 
� Pipl.com 
�  Spokeo.com 



Images.google.com   



Fotoforensics.com 



Would you question this photo? 



Would you question this photo? 



Would you question this photo? 



Check it out: Check out Case Study 
4.1 in the Verification Handbook 



Check the weather 







Should you use that social media  
or UGC photo? 

� Make sure permission is sought 
� Know the copyright rules 
� Give credit (and ask how the uploader 

wants to be credited) 
� Have a policy in advance 
� When in doubt, don’t use it or select 

another method to share or display that 
information 



Embed tweets 

This photo 
was sent by 
tweet to 
Omaha.com. 
Instead of 
lifting it, they 
embedded 
the tweet to 
illustrate the 
story. 



Tweet embed on ColumbiaMissourian.com 



Should you use that social media  
or UGC photo? 





Should you use that UGC photo?  





Look for visuals that are meant  
to distract or misrepresent 



Look for visuals that are meant  
to distract or misrepresent 



Credibility and corrections 
Sourcing and credibility are important no 
matter the platform: 

1.  Do your Web research … and show it. 
2.  Link any online source of news information: 

news releases, video, transcripts, other news 
reports. 

3.  When mistakes are made, put corrections on all 
platforms. 

4.  Have a social media corrections policy.  Tweet 
corrections and contact those who retweeted 
your errors, so they can correct them as well. 





Resources: 
�  verificationhandbook.com 
Some digital sources that can help you track down claims (find more 
in the Verification Handbook): 
�  SearchSystems.net: an international directory of free public 

records.  
�  Snopes.com: a site dedicated to debunking Internet hoaxes, which 

can be used to cross-check UGC.  
�  Veri.ly platform: allows users to ask specific questions (specifically 

during a crisis) and provide UCG evidence for and against. 
�  MediaBugs:  Tracks, corrects media errors. 
�  MemeTracker: Stanford Network Analysis Project 
�  Verificationjunkie.com:  Tracks verification tools. 
�  Article: Journalist’s Resource: 

Tools for verifying and assessing the validity of social media and 
user-generated content 



Contact info: 

� Twitter: @gerrrib 
�  gberendzen.com 
�  about.me/glberendzen 
� Email: berendzeng@missouri.edu 
           gerri@copydesk.org 

 
 
 
 
  


